Nutrition Literacy as a promoter of Critical Environmental Education in Elementary Education: a necessary articulation
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SUMMARY
It is unquestionable that Food and Human Nutrition, as school contents, are extremely important, since they aim to promote human and citizen development, while making students capable of managing and choosing the foods they will consume, from a critical reflection, in order to directly and decisively impact the health and longevity of students. However, this theme cannot be restricted to discussing only issues related to food, as the formation and perpetuation of healthy eating habits depends on the holistic understanding of the eating process. Thus, this work aimed to develop Pedagogical Workshops, with elementary school II students, from a public school, to articulate reflections on Literacy in Human Nutrition and Critical Environmental Education based on the theme: “How can my power of food choice impact on the society?”. Through this pedagogical intervention, it was possible to verify that students have a hygienist view of human food, perceiving it as an isolated act, which impacts exclusively on their own health, evidencing the need and urgency of articulation between Critical Environmental Education and Literacy Nutrition in Basic Education.

1 INTRODUCTION

The current post-modern society, characterized by globalization and neoliberalism, has among its woes hedonistic individualism, rooted in consumerism, as well as fragmentation leading to the disconnection of human beings from the ecosystem and the biosphere. This has had a rapidly negative impact on both the environment and the human species, making this reality a real threat to the preservation of life.

In this context, there is a growing concern about the demand for food, as well as the types and dynamics of food production, as they are intrinsically linked within a complex web that encompasses the topics of nutrition and sustainability, as previously emphasized by Ribeiro, Jaime, and Ventura:

Nutrition is an activity that involves much more than the act of eating and the availability of food. There is a production chain that begins in the fields, or even earlier, in the preparation of seeds, seedlings, and inputs, passing through cycles from planting to harvest, where elements of nature play a crucial role but are increasingly entangled with technological, financial, and social issues. In the production stages in the field, the interrelations with sustainability appear clear. In fact, the very term sustainability was coined with a strong influence from agricultural activities. However, the subsequent stages, until the food reaches our tables, and its disposal thereafter, involve complex issues that are not encompassed by a single area of knowledge. They also undergo a daily dynamic that is increasingly artificial and accelerated (RIBEIRO; JAIME; VENTURA, 2017, p. 185).

It's important to highlight that human food and nutrition, as a social act, have their origins and development in culture and the experiences to which individuals are exposed and subjected. This favors the development and perpetuation of dietary habits that may extend throughout life and will significantly impact an individual's quality of life and longevity. Additionally, these habits can also have a profound impact on societies and the planet as a whole if the issue is not addressed in all its complexity.

The discussion of the impacts of food production methods is not recent. Rachel Carson, an environmentalist and renowned researcher, in the 1960s, in her book "Silent Spring" (CARSON, 1962), issued a warning about the dangers arising from modern society's agricultural production based on the indiscriminate use of pesticides. This not only compromised human health but also all ecosystems and their components (water, soil, air, and other living beings).

Therefore, it is of utmost importance that institutional basic education promotes Scientific Literacy and Environmental Education, proposing debates and reflections that can intervene in this reality, motivating and encouraging transformation.

Thus, this research aimed to develop Pedagogical Workshops with middle school students with the purpose of promoting discussion and the development of healthy eating habits from the perspective of Scientific Literacy, expanding conceptions about this topic by proposing the following problem situation: "How can my power to choose food impact society and the environment?"

In this way, it became necessary to understand how the theme of human nutrition and food is interconnected with Critical Environmental Education in the process of citizen education - the subject of Scientific Literacy - in Basic Education.
1.1 A Scientific and Nutritional Literacy as a Proposal for Critical Environmental Education and Scientific Literacy

Scientific Literacy has its origins in the term "Scientific literacy," proposed and characterized by Pella O'Hearn and Gale in 1963 through exhaustive documentary research. According to the authors, an individual literate in Science, and therefore scientifically literate, is capable of understanding basic concepts, recognizing their implications, and their relationships with Science itself, Society, and Technology (CHAGAS, 2000).

School education should assist students in the development of increasingly higher levels of Scientific Literacy (BYBEE, 1995). Therefore, when considering scientific literacy, it is necessary to analyze its three foundational pillars: (I) basic understanding of terms, concepts, knowledge, and scientific phenomena; (II) understanding the nature of science and the ethical and political factors that surround its practice; (III) and understanding the relationships between Science, Technology, Society, and the Environment (SASSERON; CARVALHO, 2008).

Regarding the foundational pillar I - Basic understanding of terms, concepts, knowledge, and scientific phenomena, it is necessary to understand and comprehend these aspects so that science can be identified and, therefore, become a tool for human empowerment and emancipation by enabling students to engage as informed citizens in society and overcome alienation.

Regarding the foundational pillar II - Understanding the nature of science and the ethical and political factors surrounding its practice, there is a need to comprehend the epistemology of science, including its historical, temporal, and human aspects. This involves moving away from common-sense ideas about science, which is often popularly perceived as an absolute truth produced by individuals seen as geniuses with salvational objectives.

Regarding the foundational pillar III - understanding the relationships between Science, Technology, Society, and the Environment, it is justified by promoting the development of holistic thinking in which reality finds verisimilitude. Fragmentation, on the other hand, hinders the possibilities of informed judgment and decision-making, as it interferes with the perception of the applied consequences of a given knowledge and its societal and environmental impacts, disconnecting humans from other interfaces.

In this way, the concept of literacy, beyond the development of reading and writing skills, should promote cognitive development through learning about the interplay between culture and society. In other words, a literate individual is integrated into reality, as they are capable of critical reading and expressing their opinions and ideas.

The perspective described above, anchored in Paulo Freire's ideas, conceives literacy as going beyond the mastery of skills, such as symbolic language, and includes the potential for emancipation and autonomous development, ultimately leading to effective citizenship.

[...] Reading the word and learning how to write the word, so that someone can read it later, are preceded by learning how to "write" the world, that is, having the experience of changing the world and being in contact with the world. (FREIRE; MACEDO, 1990, p.31).

Building on this premise, Kickbusch (2001) presents several literacy modalities that a
person needs to master to live in today's society, titling them as qualitative literacy, scientific literacy, technological literacy, cultural literacy, media literacy, and computer literacy. According to the same author, health literacy should be added to this list.

Health literacy is defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (2017) as "[...] an individual's capacity to obtain, communicate, and comprehend basic information and services about human health, in order to make decisions about one's own condition. (p.1 - our translation).

Furthermore, health literacy encompasses three levels: (a) functional, which involves the capacity to learn, communicate, and provide information about hygiene, nutrition, safety, drugs, relationships, sexuality, parenthood/motherhood; (b) interactive, which includes the development of personal skills such as problem-solving, food preparation, personal hygiene, and communication using appropriate scientific language; (c) critical, which aims to engage individuals in social initiatives that enable the development and implementation of public health policies as well as actions to promote the quality of life in society (LEGER, 2001).

Therefore, it is not enough for an individual to have knowledge related to human health, such as anatomy, biochemistry, and pathology. Instead, they should have the ability to relate their own health condition to environmental and social issues, as achieving health is not possible in a reality of environmental destruction and degradation.

Following the United Nations (UN) (1993), the concept of health needs to encompass environmental perspectives and is referred to as Environmental Health. It is described as those aspects of human health, including quality of life, that are determined by physical, chemical, biological, social, and psychological factors in the environment, as well as the theory and practice of preventing or controlling such risk factors that have the potential to harm the health of current and future generations. According to the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), around 5.9 million children under the age of five died worldwide in 2015, and among the main causes is poor environmental conditions. PAHO's research indicates that 26% of deaths and 25% of the disease burden in children under 5 years old could be prevented by reducing environmental risks such as air, water, and soil pollution, contamination with heavy metals, and lack of access to basic sanitation. Therefore, it is not possible for an individual to be Health Literate without Environmental Education being achieved (FUNASA, 2020).

Given the understanding above, schools are recognized as a privileged space for the construction of concepts and knowledge about health and the development of healthy habits. They are considered by Leger (2001) as the "primary establishment" in building a nation's capital and health. According to Denuwara and Gunawardena (2017), the critical level of health literacy will be achieved more rapidly if the basic school system (comprising elementary and secondary education) takes on the role of promoting health literacy. According to Père-Rodrigo and Aranceta (2003), during the school-age years, students begin to make their own decisions regarding the development of healthy or unhealthy habits. In this process, the family becomes less important, while friends, social groups, and media trends become decisive factors. Therefore, the school plays a crucial role as the institution that has the most significant impact on health promotion and, consequently, health literacy (ALDINGER; JONES, 1998; DIXEY et al., 1999).
Therefore, starting from the understanding of the connection between Nutrition Literacy and Scientific Literacy, basic formal education, in its goal to develop them, needs to seek methodologies and approaches that empower students regarding related school subjects. It should promote the integration of ideas rather than fragmentation, meaning the reflection on health and human nutrition-related content and, through critical environmental education, connect ideas and knowledge, fostering the development of holistic and complex thinking.

Critical Environmental Education, based on Marxist and Frankfurt School thinking, in Brazil, has its pedagogical foundation in popular education, with key thinkers like Paulo Freire, Moacir Gadotti, and Carlos Rodrigues Brandão (LIMA, 2009, p.148).

Critical Environmental Education, which has its foundation in the ideas of Paulo Freire, aims for citizen emancipation, ensuring the political, social, and environmental freedom of all. It is permeated by a praxis that finds in the collective the driving force for transformations that can generate equity and equality, overcoming the vulnerabilities of post-modernity. According to Freire,

“[...] The fact that I perceive myself in the world, with the world, and with others places me in a position in relation to the world that is not that of someone who has nothing to do with it. After all, my presence in the world is not that of someone who merely adapts to it, but rather that of someone who is embedded within it. It is the position of someone who strives not to be just an object but also a subject of history.” (FREIRE, 1996, p.54)

Furthermore, Environmental Education recognizes itself as counter-hegemonic by opposing the reductionist, dogmatic, and one-dimensional scientific and mechanistic approaches characteristic of the capitalist system. Thus, Environmental Education is one of the dimensions of education, constituting an intentional act of social practice aimed at developing the learner for environmental social and ethical engagement (BRASIL, 2012, p.2).

In this perspective, Critical Environmental Education promotes Nutrition Literacy and Scientific Literacy by proposing that the school should be a space for education and development in which students are capable of analyzing their own reality, considering its various dimensions, and using scientific thinking as a basis to transform that reality.

In order to promote the type of education described above, schools need to break away from the traditional and banking model of education, which focuses on the accumulation of concepts through memorization processes that perpetuate the dominant culture. It is essential to seek out teaching and learning strategies and methodologies that are reflective and critical.

In this scenario, pedagogical workshops emerge as a potential teaching and learning strategy because they are based on collective tasks, promoting investigation, action, and reflection, integrating theoretical knowledge with its practical application. In the workshop, students engage with the subject of study through problematization, involving thinking, feeling, and acting. Therefore, when designing a workshop, the proposed activities aim to promote reflection.

In this perspective, Paviani and Fontana (2009) state that pedagogical workshops aim to provide students with the experience of meaningful situations related to their own reality and the school community. Therefore, it is a strategy that shifts the focus away from a typically
In pedagogical workshops based on constructivist theoretical and epistemological frameworks, the student is an active participant in their own learning, and it is the role of the teacher to accompany them in the process of knowledge construction. The teacher does not simply impart what they know but rather facilitates what the students need to know, without maintaining a hierarchical dichotomy between student and teacher (CASTELLANO E COCO, 2006; PERKINS, 1995; PAVINAI E FONTANA, 2009).

Therefore, learning in pedagogical workshops occurs through problematization, contextualization, and interdisciplinarity, allowing students to reflect on their own ideas, concepts, and knowledge, correlating different points of view in a process of action-reflection-action. This aligns with the proposal of scientific literacy put forth by Sasseron and Carvalho (2008).

According to Vieira and Volquind (2002), pedagogical workshops should be based on three presuppositions: (a) the pedagogical process of didactic intervention in which the teacher is involved; (b) theoretical-practical reflection, which enables the realization of theory in practice; (c) interdisciplinary relationships, aiming for the unity of knowledge.

Thus, the characterization of pedagogical workshops, according to Ander-Egg (1991), is based on five pedagogical principles: (I) “learning by doing,” which aims to bring the student closer to reality through contextualization and problematization, overcoming the segregation of theoretical-practical knowledge; (II) cooperation, as it promotes collaborative work; (III) the pedagogy of question and answer, understanding that knowledge is not transmitted and accumulated but is the result of scientific investigations; (IV) interdisciplinarity, given the complexity of reality and its dimensions; (V) co-participation, as it recognizes that both students and teachers are part of the context and are involved in the problem being studied.

Based on these assumptions, Vieira and Volquind (2002) suggest that pedagogical workshops can be prepared in three steps: contextualization, in which students investigate the proposed problem situation; planning, in which students and teachers conduct an in-depth study of the scientific perspectives involved in solving the problem; and reflection, in which students, by synthesizing the knowledge produced, promote an intervention in reality (REGINA, 2014).

2. METHODOLOGY

The present work, characterized as a participatory action research (PAR) (SOUZA, 1997, p.67), was conducted with 34 students from the 8th grade of secondary school at a public school. The choice of conducting the research with the 8th grade was made because the content to be addressed is allocated to this grade level according to the curriculum of the State of Paraná (CREP) (2018).

Five pedagogical workshops were developed, following a sequence of 6 class hours, according to the proposal of Vieira and Volquind (2002), with the aim of promoting reflection on the process of building and perpetuating healthy eating habits from the perspective of Scientific and Nutrition Literacy, anchored in Critical Environmental Education, through the problem situation "How can my power of food choice impact society and the environment?"
Initially, the students were organized into five teams that developed strategies to understand the problem situation, that is, to comprehend how adolescents make decisions when choosing food and then analyze, based on this reality, the impacts of these decisions on both health and society, and the environment. This initial stage aimed to contextualize the problem situation.

To stimulate reflection on the various dimensions involved in food choices, the Ecological Footprint was used as an example. This concept assesses human consumption pressures on natural resources. Therefore, students conducted research on the water demand for food production, handling, and access processes.

This second moment, which occurred in parallel with the contextualization of the problem situation, aimed to highlight the complexity of reality, contributing to the planning stage.

For the reflection stage, students were encouraged to develop communication strategies to raise awareness within the school community about the need for the development of healthy eating habits, starting from an expanded and complex view of reality.

Thus, based on this structure, data collection was carried out through participant observation (MAY, 2001, p.177) and the administration of semi-structured questionnaires (MARCONI; LAKATO, 1999, p.100). Out of the 34 student subjects in the study, consisting of 21 boys and 23 girls, only 31 participated in the initial questionnaire, which took place before the development of the workshops, providing insights into how students perceived the interrelationship between the development of eating habits and environmental issues. This instrument, administered by the science teacher of the class, consisted of 5 open-ended questions, presented in Chart 1, in which students were required to express their ideas and viewpoints. The questionnaire was analyzed using the Content Analysis method proposed by Bardin (1977).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What do you understand by Healthy Eating?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In your opinion, what is the importance of having healthy eating habits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. For you, what factors are determining for building healthy eating habits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Based on your life experience, what prevents people from developing healthy eating habits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. What could help you improve or maintain healthy eating habits?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

In the questionnaire initially applied - Chart 2 - it was possible to see that, before the pedagogical intervention, the students had a hygienist view of the process of building and perpetuating healthy eating habits.
Chart 2. Analysis of the initial questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1 Eating healthy foods.</td>
<td>&quot;It's eating foods that are good for us, like fruits and vegetables, and not eating too much junk food, like snacks and instant noodles. You have to eat real food that has vitamins and not too much fat or calories.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Perform Diets</td>
<td>&quot;To have good nutrition, you have to go on a diet and eat properly at the right times and eat the foods that are there, like having breakfast and not eating cake if there's no cake, only on a junk food day.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3 Being healthy</td>
<td>&quot;Healthy eating is having a healthy body, for example, not having diseases like high sugar levels and other things that are bad for the heart.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1 Being healthy</td>
<td>&quot;Well, it's about staying healthy, having a strong body, and good health.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Not being healthy</td>
<td>&quot;Not getting sick and having to take a bunch of medicine, which sometimes is for the rest of your life.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 Food availability.</td>
<td>&quot;Having good things to eat, like having fruit, having salad, having whole wheat bread. If you only have cookies, even if you think they have fats, it's not as good as what you eat.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Enjoying healthy food</td>
<td>&quot;You have to like eating the good things on the table, right? If you have them but don't eat them because you don't like them, it's no use.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1 Taste</td>
<td>&quot;The worst thing is not liking to eat things that we know are good, like rice and beans, broccoli, salad, you know, but then you don't like it and don't eat it.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 Prize</td>
<td>&quot;I think it's the money, healthy things, for example, whole wheat bread, whole wheat cookies, yogurt that doesn't have milk and is bad for you, diet food is much more expensive in the market.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1 Knowledge</td>
<td>&quot;For those who don’t know how to eat, I think they need to learn to know what to choose.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.2 Taste</td>
<td>&quot;It has to be delicious, it doesn’t matter if it’s not tasty, no one will want to eat it, that’s the truth.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3 Access</td>
<td>&quot;The person needs to replace things and have only things that are good for them in the fridge, sometimes also not going to a place where you know they only have that if you can't eat it, it's not about depriving yourself but making it easier for you not to want to eat junk food.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In the hygienist perspective of building and perpetuating healthy eating habits, individuals correlate only the aspects related to human health in its physiological dimension, that is, the act of eating itself, the nutritional composition of foods, the process of human digestion, for example. The concept of health is within the health-disease binomial, disregarding other aspects such as culture, society, economy, and the environment. For the students in general, having healthy eating habits implies choosing foods with low calories and that are sources of nutrients. According to the Guia Alimentar da População Brasileira (2014, p. 138), healthy eating habits are not restricted to individual food choices but also encompass sociocultural, economic, and environmental aspects.

This hygienist view, demonstrated by the students, is also observed in other research in the field of human nutrition, which shows that in various populations, the construction and meaning of the term "Eating Habit" is always related to a reductionist perspective that considers only the human being and human physiology, disregarding other aspects (KLOTZ-SILVA; PRADO, SEIXAS, 2017; SCHEUNEMANN; LOPES, 2015; SILVA; TEIXEIRA, FERREIRA, 2012).

Based on the reality described above, the development of the Pedagogical Workshop entitled "How can my power of food choice impact society?" was proposed.

The students, thus, initially, to understand how their peers in the school community make their food choices, chose to collect data during science classes and during breaks, using mobile apps that record and organize data such as the Quizizz App and Google Forms. Both apps...
are part of a package of services offered by the state government to students for free.

Based on the activity above, groups of students were able to see that their peers have dietary habits and ideas related to their own, that is, according to a hygienic and even childlike perspective, as evidenced in the statements presented in Chart 3.

**Chart 3. Students’ Statements in the Contextualization Process of the Pedagogical Workshop.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Talks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| "People are like that, we're like that, we often don't think to eat, to feed ourselves, we just eat, we have no idea that it involves production processes, buying and selling, it's not that we don't know, we know, but we don't really think, it's automatic, but I think that's exactly what this capitalist movement wants, right, the less we think, the better for them."
| "In our group, we noticed that our teenage peers tend to eat more based on their cravings and what's available rather than making a conscious choice. They don't often consider the reality of how things work, like how food is produced, transported, and how it gets to the market and into their hands. Nobody really remembers that there are many more factors at play, like water consumption, the wages of those who work in the market, which we know aren't great, and the environment, which suffers throughout the whole process, and we suffer along with it, we just don't realize it." |


Simultaneously, to highlight the issue to the students, the class teacher conducted research on the Ecological Footprint and food to help students understand how dietary habits impact society and the environment.

In this second phase, the students were able to realize that the most commonly consumed foods by people determine production processes that directly impact the economy and the environment, as seen in the students' transcribed speech below in Table 4. This shows that they were able to reflect on the multifactorial aspects involved in the development of dietary habits.

**Chart 4. Students’ speech during the Contextualization and Planning of the Pedagogical Workshop process.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Wow, how can it be, right? 25,000 liters of water to produce butter, that’s a lot of water for so little food, and sometimes people let it spoil in the fridge, there are people who don’t even have enough water to drink the bare minimum.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Look at that lettuce plant, it takes a lot of water and investment, and the amount of stuff people throw away. So you use drinking water, which is already scarce, to produce a good, nutritionally adequate food, and people either don't buy much of it or, if they do, they throw it away. The waste rate is enormous.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Another thing is, there’s polluted soil, water, air, and even healthy food can’t stay healthy anymore. Even in breast milk, there’s contamination.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;People want to consume a lot of meat because people like a barbecue, but look at how much water it costs, and there’s also the whole issue of how the animal is treated until the meat is put on the market, we don’t even think about it, right, we forget, I think, or we just don’t know, and it’s super important.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Critical Environmental Education applied as a guiding principle in School Education processes aimed at Scientific Literacy can contribute to the construction of complex thinking, related to reality, and therefore to human and autonomous formation by allowing students to
perceive the reality in which they are inserted and the need for transformation, seeking ways of intervention (LOUREIRO, 2006, p.134).

Thus, from the contextualization and planning of the workshop, the groups of students, for the reflection phase, chose to produce graphic materials, both for publication on WhatsApp, Instagram, Facebook and other digital communication media that the students use and for display at school, in the cafeteria area, aiming to sensitize their peers to reflect on the perpetuated eating habits and the other factors involved in this process, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Graphic productions by the teams for publication on Instagram.

Source THE AUTHORS (2023).

The image above shows that, from the workshop, the students were able to reflect on other aspects that have a direct impact on the construction and perpetuation of healthy eating habits and on the condition of human health, which, beyond the anthropocentric and individualistic vision, is made up of the various aspects that make up reality, such as society, culture, the economy and the environment. Ignoring these dimensions, whether due to a lack of scientific knowledge or being immersed in a context of alienation, not only jeopardizes citizenship but also people’s lives, relegating them to a subordinate position where their very existence is diminished. According to LOUREIRO et al., (2009, p.90).

“[..] the exercise of citizenship (..), with the perspective of reordering the relations between the public and the private, aiming to stimulate individuals’ politicization (participation) or the construction of a collective identity (public interests), in opposition to prioritizing immediate individual interests.

Furthermore, according to Tozoni-Reis (2008, p.158), Critical Environmental Education’s main purpose is to build knowledge that serves for the emancipation and transformation of society, aligning with the principles of Scientific and Nutritional Literacy proposed.

4. FINAL REFLECTIONS

Eating and human nutrition are inherent aspects of life, being part of people’s daily routine. Beyond physiological and biochemical aspects, the act of eating directly influences the configuration of reality and is not separate from current problems such as individualism and consumerism. This has resulted in social, economic, and environmental changes that directly or
indirectly threaten human existence.

Therefore, it is essential for schools, as spaces for the construction and perpetuation of knowledge and for citizenship education, to develop pedagogical practices that enable Scientific Literacy in its various dimensions, including Nutrition Literacy, as well as Critical Environmental Education.

Through the development of pedagogical workshops based on a constructivist perspective, it was possible to demonstrate the potential to break away from reductionism and the fragmentation of content, promoting the overcoming of the hygienist view of dietary habits previously presented by students.

This new perspective, which expands students' understanding and promotes the development of a more holistic and complex view of nutrition and its relationship with sustainability, allowed them to perceive the reality in which they were immersed. It served as a driving force that propelled the need for transformation in their reality, within the students' current possibilities.

Therefore, it is of utmost importance that pedagogical work with the content of human nutrition and food aims to reflect on the processes of genesis and perpetuation of eating habits, which, Beyond what humans eat, this approach can lead to the development of humans who think and transform their reality.
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